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Professor/Imposter Defended Machete Murder of Boy in
Police Youth Group
Supporters of President Trump aren’t the
only Americans who deserve to be shot down
in the street, a professor at the University of
Rhode Island recently said.

So do Hispanic boys who want to be cops,
said a former professor at George
Washington University in Washington, D.C.

That second professor is Jessica Krug, who
recently confessed that she is not black, as
she has pretended for years. She resigned
her post last week after publishing a blog
post in which she admitted that she’s as
nutty as a pecan tree and called herself a
“leech” and a “coward.”

“Snitches Get Stitches”
Krug was speaking during a panel at Columbia University when she said that young Lesandro ‘Junior’
Guzman-Feliz — a 15-year-old who was part of the New York City Police Department’s Explorer
program to introduce kids to a possible career in law enforcement — deserved to be hacked to death
with a machete in 2018.

Five members of the Trinitarios, a Dominican street gang, went to prison for the murder. The gang
hunted him down and killed him.

The Daily Mail found a video in which Krug justifies the brutal attack.

“So if you’re in New York you probably heard a lot about this,” she said. “And the narrative around it is
that he was an innocent kid who was mistaken for a bad kid. He was the kid who was hacked apart with
machetes in front of a bodega in the Bronx.”

And that kid, Krug said, was a snitch, the Daily Mail reported, who worked in the Explorer’s program:

Krug compared the frenzied attack to ‘necklacing’, the gruesome execution method used to punish
black police informants in Apartheid-era South Africa, where a rubber tire filled with fuel would be
placed round someone’s neck or chest and set ablaze.

“When I think about this politics of silence that I’m talking about in the archives and about how
silence can be a really radical presence historically, I think it’s a radical presence today when
people talk about snitches get stitches or when we think about a history of anti-apartheid struggle
in South Africa and necklacing,” she goes on.

“That kind of violence against people who are collaborating or working against their communities
we have to consider a radical moment in 2018 in which people are using machetes to hack apart a
15-year-old boy who’s working with the police.

“The way the story about his innocence and the inherent violence about the people who hacked him
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apart become the narrative we tell, about how the loss of innocence is the story we mourn, and it’s
so much more difficult to understand what kind of freedom could we achieve by being willing to
confront those within the community who are working against the interests of the community as a
whole at the end of a machete.”

Remarkably, GWU employed the woman until last week either because it didn’t care about the remarks
or didn’t know about them.

Writing at Medium.com last week, Krug, who is Jewish, confessed that she is mentally ill and suffered
“trauma” in her early years that caused her to pretend she was black.

“Every relationship I’ve formed,” she wrote, “has been rooted in the napalm toxic soil of lies.”

“I should absolutely be cancelled,” she continued…. You should absolutely cancel me, and I absolutely
cancel myself.”

That’s what she did when she quit the university in disgrace. Good thing, one less revolutionary leftist is
at GWU polluting the minds of the students.

Loomis Remains
One professor who hasn’t been canceled is Erik Loomis, who still teaches at URI despite his
commentary that murdering Trump supporters is morally acceptable because they are fascists.

“He killed a fascist,” Loomis wrote of Michael Reinoehl, the Antifa-Black Lives Matter terrorist who
murdered Trump supporter Aaron Danielson. Cops killed Reinoehl in a gun battle when he opened fire
as they tried to arrest him. 

“I see nothing wrong with it, at least from a moral perspective. Tactically, that’s a different story. But
you could say the same thing about John Brown.”

Loomis has also called members of the National Rifle Association “child murderers” and terrorist
financiers.
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